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Before beginning to write for *JHS GO*, prospective authors should read these instructions completely.

**Aims and Scope**

*The Journal of Hand Surgery Global Online (JHS GO)* is an open access quarterly journal that is a clinically-oriented, peer-reviewed, international forum for the latest techniques and advances in hand and upper extremity surgery. It publishes original articles related to the pathophysiology, diagnosis, and treatment of diseases and conditions of the upper extremity; these include clinical and basic science studies and systematic reviews along with brief communications, case reports, review articles, surgical technique articles, policy papers and guidelines, and letters to the editor. *JHS GO* is online-only, though reprints of articles may be purchased from Elsevier.

Questions relating to the editorial management of *JHS GO* may be directed to the Editorial Office:

Tamara D. Rozental, MD, Editor-in-Chief
The Journal of Hand Surgery Global Online
American Society for Surgery of the Hand
822 West Washington Boulevard
Chicago, IL 60607
Phone: (312) 880-1900
Fax: (847) 384-1435
Email: jhsgo@assh.org

**Editorial policies:** Statements and opinions expressed in *JHS GO* are those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the Editor or Publisher. The Editor and Publisher disclaim any responsibility or liability for such material. Neither the Editor nor the Publisher guarantees, warrants, or endorses any product or service advertised in this publication; nor do they guarantee any claims made by the manufacturer of such product or service.

**Open Access**

*JHS GO* is fully open access; all articles will be immediately and permanently free for everyone to read and download upon publication.

To provide open access, this journal has an open access fee (also known as: open access publication fee) that needs to be met by the authors or their research funders upon article acceptance. Please note that if there is financial hardship, authors may request scholarship funding in their cover letter (funding is not guaranteed). Priority for waivers will be given to applications by authors from countries eligible for the Research4Life program. (see [http://www.research4life.org/eligibility/](http://www.research4life.org/eligibility/))

The open access fee is all inclusive; Elsevier will not add any additional charges. Depending on local regulations VAT can be charged by local authorities. The open access publication fees for this journal depending on the type of article and ASSH membership status:
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<tr>
<th>Type of Paper</th>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
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<td>2000 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic Review (also known as: Full Length Article)</td>
<td>1000 USD</td>
<td>2000 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Report</td>
<td>500 USD</td>
<td>1000 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Article</td>
<td>500 USD</td>
<td>1000 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial Protocol</td>
<td>1000 USD</td>
<td>2000 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical Technique Article</td>
<td>500 USD</td>
<td>1000 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief Communication</td>
<td>500 USD</td>
<td>1000 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 USD Letter to the Editor</td>
<td>No fee</td>
<td>No fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Access Fee</td>
<td>JHSG Open Access Fee Table</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Permitted (re)use is defined by the following Creative Commons user license (see [https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/open-access-licenses](https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/open-access-licenses)): Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs (CC BY-NC-ND): For non-commercial purposes, lets others distribute and copy the article, and to include in a collective work (such as an anthology), as long as they credit the author(s) and provided they do not alter or modify the article.
Elsevier has established agreements with funding bodies (see https://www.elsevier.com/fundingbodies). This ensures authors can comply with funding body open access requirements, including specific user licenses, such as CC BY. Some authors may also be reimbursed for associated publication fees. If you need to comply with your funding body policy, you can apply for the CC BY license after your manuscript is accepted for publication.

Article Requirements At-A-Glance
Documents required for all types of submissions include: Completed COI form from each author Cover Letter Title Page (.DOC or .DOCX file) that contains: Your full title. The title may not be a question and should not state the study’s results A running head of up to 45 characters Author names with up to 2 academic credentials per author (please exclude professional certifications such as OTR/L, RN, and PT) Up to 5 key words listed in alphabetical order The corresponding author’s name and contact information Acknowledgements (if applicable) Blinded Manuscript (.DOC or .DOCX file) that: Is single-column, double-spaced, 2.5-cm margins, with lines continuously numbered. Begins with your abstract; note that abstracts must not include footnotes, statistical results, references, or figure/table callouts. Does not include authors’ and institutions’ names and/or initials. Includes references formatted in AMA style and cited numerically, in chronological order.

See the table below for additional requirements for each article type.

| Article Type Maximum Number of Authors* | Abstract | Blinded Manuscript: Required Headings Blinded Manuscript: Word Counts Reference Counts Figure Counts Original Research, Basic Science (also known as: Full Length Article) | 6 Yes; 5 sections include Purpose, Methods, Results, Conclusions, & Type of Study/Level of Evidence Abstract, Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion, References, Figure Legends (if applicable) Abstract up to 300 words; Manuscript** up to 3000 words No limit No limit Original Research, Clinical (also known as: Full Length Article) | 6 Yes; 5 sections include Purpose, Methods, Results, Conclusions, & Clinical Relevance Abstract, Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion, References, Figure Legends (if applicable) Abstract up to 300 words; Manuscript** up to 3000 words No limit No limit Systematic Review (also known as: Full Length Article) | 6 Yes; 5 sections include Purpose, Methods, Results, Conclusions, & Clinical Relevance Abstract, Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion, References, Figure Legends (if applicable) Abstract up to 300 words; Manuscript** up to 3000 words No limit No limit Review Article 4 Yes; 1 paragraph N/A Abstract up to 300 words; Manuscript** up to 3000 words Up to 20 No limit Surgical Technique 3 Yes; 1 paragraph Abstract, Introduction, Indications and Contraindications, Surgical Anatomy, Surgical Technique, Postoperative Management, Pearls and Pitfalls, Complications, Case Illustration, References, Figure Legends (if applicable) Abstract up to 300 words; Manuscript** up to 2500 words No limit No limit Case Report 6 Yes; 1 paragraph Abstract, Introduction, Case Report, Discussion, References, Figure Legends (if applicable) Abstract up to 150 words; Manuscript** up to 1500 words Up to 10 No limit Brief Communication 6 Yes; 1 paragraph Abstract, Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion, References, Figure Legends (if applicable) Abstract up to 150 words; Manuscript** up to 1500 words Up to 10 No limit Policy Paper/Guidelines 6 Yes; 1 paragraph Abstract, Introduction, Problem Statement, Proposed Solution, Future Direction & Long Term Focus, Recommendations, References, Figure Legends (if applicable) Abstract up to 300 words; Manuscript** up to 3000 words No limit No limit Letter to the Editor 3 N/A N/A Up to 300 words** Up to 5 Up to 1 *If the number of authors on your paper exceeds the requested maximum, please include all authors on your Title Page and explain how each author participated in the study in your Cover Letter.

**Does not include references or legends.

Article Types
Full Length Articles (Clinical, Basic Science, and Systematic Review)
Full Length Articles include Original Research articles – which are clinical and basic science studies – and Systematic Reviews. Restrict Full Length Article manuscripts to fewer than 3,000 words. In both the abstract and in the main body, avoid claiming priority of findings. For example, avoid statements such as, "This paper is the first to report..." Formatting, such as Greek letters, italics, superscripts, and subscripts, may be used. The coding scheme for such elements must be consistent throughout. Organization of blinded manuscripts is as follows.

Abstract
For peer-reviewed clinical studies, submit a structured abstract limited to 300 words and divided into 5 sections: Purpose, Methods, Results, Conclusions, and Level of Evidence (see table https://www.elsevier.com/__data/promis_images/jhsachart.gif). For peer-reviewed basic science studies and systematic reviews, submit a structured abstract limited to 300 words divided into 5 sections: Purpose, Methods, Results, Conclusions, and Clinical Relevance.

Introduction

In fewer than 500 words and in 3 to 4 paragraphs, include the study's background, rationale, questions or hypotheses posed, and novelty. Each of the questions or hypotheses should be sufficiently important to appear in the abstract.

Materials and methods

Present the study design clearly. Identify and describe the measurement parameters. Describe statistical methods with enough detail to enable a knowledgeable reader with access to the original data to verify the reported results. When possible, quantify findings and present them with appropriate indicators of measurement error or uncertainty (such as confidence intervals). Avoid sole reliance on statistical hypothesis testing, such as the use of $P$ values, which fails to convey important quantitative information.

Statistical methods should be described in detail, with particular emphasis on the statistical strategy that was used to analyze the data. The most appropriate strategy fits the collected data and addresses the research question/hypothesis stated in the Introduction.

In the analysis of categorical data, utilize exact methods wherever possible. Where the variable of interest cannot be assumed to have a normal distribution, use non-parametric methods of analysis. Report results with only as much precision as is of value. In general, the approach suggested in Bailar JC 3rd, Mosteller F. Guidelines for statistical reporting in articles for medical journals. Amplifications and explanations. Ann Intern Med. 1988;108:266-273 should be used.

$P$ values are required to support any statement indicating a statistically significant difference.

Ninety-five percent confidence intervals are required for any estimate appearing in the text or graphs. Use of the word correlation requires reporting of the correlation coefficient.

Do not identify any statistical software unless some aspect of the analysis was uniquely dependent on a particular software package.

Validated outcome instruments should be used wherever possible. Novel measurement scales should be used only if existing scales are deemed insufficient in some way to the needs of the study. References to psychometric characteristics of new scales, such as those related to reliability, must be included. If an outcome system leads to a categorical ranking (excellent, good, etc.), then the aggregate score for each patient should be provided.

Results

In less than 500 words, present the findings in the same order that you pose the questions or hypotheses in the Introduction. Data should be presented only once, in a text, table, or graph.

Discussion

In fewer than 1,000 words, briefly restate the rationale and the questions, then explore major limitations and compare and contrast the study's results with previous work. Include 1 paragraph for each question or hypothesis. Synthesize the current results with those previously published. It is JHS GO's style not to include a Conclusion section since this is typically redundant with the abstract.

See the Preparation section for information on references, table, figures, and videos.
**Case Reports**

To be worthy of publication, a case report must have extraordinary teaching value to the readers. Typically, we do not accept cases where 2 findings are associated since the findings are often coincidentally rather than causally related. Restrict the abstract to 150 words and highlight the unique features of the case. In sections identified as Introduction, Case Report, and Discussion and in fewer than 1,500 words, introduce the topic, present the case, and discuss its novelty and educational value. Limit references to 10 citations.

**Review Articles**

Review articles in *JHS GO* will focus on up-to-date information covering essential topics in hand and upper extremity surgery. Review articles should be no more than 3,000 words and include a one-paragraph abstract. Articles must have no more than three authors and no more than 20 references. Articles must review recent developments and must emphasize the best evidence for management and treatment strategies. Authors are encouraged to submit a technical video with their article. Links may also be provided to other articles already published in *JHS GO* that may have described techniques or give reference to evidence-based medicine.

**Surgical Technique Articles**

Surgical Technique articles provide step-by-step details of various surgical procedures relevant to clinical practice. Articles discuss indications and contraindications, surgical anatomy, surgical technique, postoperative management, pearls and pitfalls, and complications; many articles also provide a case illustration. Articles should be no more than 2,500 words, and they should include a one-paragraph abstract. Videos and/or high-resolution photographs are strongly encouraged.

**Brief Communications**

Brief Communications are preliminary reports that are not yet mature enough to be considered as full length articles, yet are still of interest to *JHS GO*’s readership. A one paragraph abstract of no more than 300 words is required. It is preferred that Brief Communication papers be divided into the following sections: Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion. Manuscripts should be no more than 1,500 words. Articles must have no more than 6 authors and no more than 10 references.

**Policy Paper/Guidelines**

*Policy Papers* discuss a legitimate issue with a current policy. *Guidelines* typically summarize an organization’s policy or position, particularly when it applies to clinical decision-making. Policy Papers and Guidelines must be divided into the following sections: Abstract, Introduction, Problem Statement, Proposed Solution, Future Direction & Long-Term Focus, Recommendations. These manuscripts should be no more than 3,000 words; the one-paragraph abstract should be no more than 300 words. Submissions must have no more than 6 authors.

**Letters to the Editor**

Letters to the Editor may be independent observations, or they may relate to a previously published article. Letters must not duplicate information submitted elsewhere for publication or previously published. Letters are subject to editing and abridgement without the author’s review. Limit the body of the letter to 300 words; authors to 3; references to 5; and tables or figures to 1. We are more likely to publish a letter relating to a previously published article when we receive it promptly after the article is published. We will forward the letter to the author(s) for comment (maximum 300 words and 5 references). The policies regarding conflicts and disclosures for full manuscripts apply to letters as well.

**Trial Protocols**

Protocol papers should report planned or ongoing studies. Manuscripts that report work already carried out will not be considered as protocols. The dates of the study must be included in the manuscript and cover letter. Protocols for studies that will require ethical approval, such as trials, are unlikely to be considered without having received that approval. **Title:** this should include the specific study type, e.g. randomized controlled trial. **Abstract:** this should be structured with the following sections: Introduction; Methods and analysis; Discussion. Registration details should be included as a final section, if appropriate. **Introduction:** explain the rationale for the study and what evidence gap it may fill. Appropriate previous literature should be referenced, including relevant systematic reviews. **Methods and analysis:** provide a full description of the study design, including the following. How the sample will be selected; interventions to be measured; the sample size calculation (drawing on previous literature) with an estimate of how many participants will be needed for the primary outcome to be statistically, clinically and/or politically significant; what outcomes will be measured, when and how; a data analysis plan. **Discussion:** This section should include past contributions and existing...
problems in the field, major novel findings of the study and the study strengths and limitations. Ethical
and safety considerations and dissemination plans should also be addressed. **Word count:** 3000 (If
the word count must exceed this, please indicate why in the Cover Letter file.)

**BEFORE YOU BEGIN**

*Ethics in publishing*

Please see our information pages on **Ethics in publishing** and **Ethical guidelines for journal publication.**

*JHS GO* adheres to the ethical standards described by the Committee on Publication Ethics ([http://publicationethics.org](http://publicationethics.org)) and the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors ([http://www.icmje.org/urm_main.html](http://www.icmje.org/urm_main.html)). Authors are expected to adhere to these standards.

**Human and Animal Rights**

**Human subjects:** Articles involving research conducted in human subjects must include a statement
in the Materials and Methods section indicating approval by the institutional review board and noting
that informed consent, as well as any necessary HIPAA consent, was obtained from each patient.

For reports of research using human subjects, provide assurance that (a) necessary and appropriate
consent was obtained from each patient and (b) the study protocol conformed to the ethical guidelines
of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki as reflected in a prior approval by the appropriate institutional
review committee. Identify patients by number, not by initials. Clinical trials must be registered in a
public trials registry. Denote the registry and registry number. **Animal experimentation:** Manuscripts
reporting animal experiments must include a statement in the Materials and Methods section that
animal care complied with the guidelines of the authors' institution and the National Institutes of
Health and any national law on the care and use of laboratory animals.

**Standardizing Reporting Guidelines**

*JHS GO* is committed to standardized reporting of clinical trials, meta-analyses, and other
studies: **Case reports, cohort studies, and patient series:** Authors should adhere to the
Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) guidelines
([http://www.strobe-statement.org](http://www.strobe-statement.org)) and indicate in the manuscript that they have done so. **Diagnostic measure research:** Authors should adhere to the Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy (STARD) guidelines ([http://www.stard-statement.org](http://www.stard-statement.org)) and indicate in the Materials and Methods section of the manuscript that they have done so. **Systematic reviews and meta-analyses:** Authors should adhere to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines ([http://www.prisma-statement.org](http://www.prisma-statement.org)) and indicate in the Materials and Methods section of the manuscript that they have done so. A worthy meta-analysis will follow the PRISMA guidelines, be hypothesis driven to address a specific aspect of a topic, include sufficient (ideally at least 10) Level I and II evidence studies that can be supplemented with comparative Level III studies, and not include Level IV studies. The result should clarify the issue addressed. A repeat meta-analysis should follow the original study by at least 5 years, analyze at least 50% more data, and follow the above guidelines. A worthy systematic review will follow the PRISMA guidelines, be hypothesis driven, focus on a specific aspect of a topic, and may include low level evidence. The results should clarify the issue addressed. **Randomized clinical trials:** Authors should adhere to the Consolidated Standards Of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) guidelines ([http://www.consort-statement.org](http://www.consort-statement.org)) and indicate in the Materials and Methods section of the manuscript that they have done so.

**Conflict of Interest**

Each author is required to submit a **Conflict of Interest** Statement upon submission of the manuscript. This form requires disclosure from each author indicating that (a) no financial conflict of interest exists with any commercial entity whose products are described, reviewed, evaluated, or compared in the manuscript, except for that disclosed under "Acknowledgments" or (b) a potential conflict of interest exists with one or more commercial entities whose products are described, reviewed, evaluated, or compared in the manuscript. Examples of potential conflicts of interest include employment, consultancies, stock ownership, honoraria, paid expert testimony, patent applications/registrations, and grants or other funding.

**Submission Declaration and Verification**

Submission of an article implies that the work described has not been published previously (except in
the form of an abstract or as part of a published lecture or academic thesis or as an electronic preprint,
see 'Multiple, redundant or concurrent publication' section of our ethics policy for more information),
that it is not under consideration for publication elsewhere, that its publication is approved by all
authors and tacitly or explicitly by the responsible authorities where the work was carried out, and that, if accepted, it will not be published elsewhere in the same form, in English or in any other language, including electronically without the written consent of the copyright-holder. To verify originality, your article may be checked by the originality detection service Crossref Similarity Check.

**Changes to Authorship**
Authors are expected to consider carefully the list and order of authors before submitting their manuscript and provide the definitive list of authors at the time of the original submission. Any addition, deletion or rearrangement of author names in the authorship list should be made only before the manuscript has been accepted and only if approved by the journal Editor. To request such a change, the Editor must receive the following from the corresponding author: (a) the reason for the change in author list and (b) written confirmation (e-mail, letter) from all authors that they agree with the addition, removal or rearrangement. In the case of addition or removal of authors, this includes confirmation from the author being added or removed. Only in exceptional circumstances will the Editor consider the addition, deletion or rearrangement of authors after the manuscript has been accepted. While the Editor considers the request, publication of the manuscript will be suspended. If the manuscript has already been published in an online issue, any requests approved by the Editor will result in a corrigendum.

**Use of inclusive language**
Inclusive language acknowledges diversity, conveys respect to all people, is sensitive to differences, and promotes equal opportunities. Articles should make no assumptions about the beliefs or commitments of any reader, should contain nothing which might imply that one individual is superior to another on the grounds of race, sex, culture or any other characteristic, and should use inclusive language throughout. Authors should ensure that writing is free from bias, for instance by using 'he or she', 'his/her' instead of 'he' or 'his', and by making use of job titles that are free of stereotyping (e.g. 'chairperson' instead of 'chairman' and 'flight attendant' instead of 'stewardess').

**Copyright**
Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete an 'Exclusive License Agreement' (see more information on this). Permitted third party reuse of open access articles is determined by the author's choice of user license.

**Author rights**
As an author you (or your employer or institution) have certain rights to reuse your work. More information.

Elsevier supports responsible sharing
Find out how you can share your research published in Elsevier journals.

**Role of the funding source**
You are requested to identify who provided financial support for the conduct of the research and/or preparation of the article and to briefly describe the role of the sponsor(s), if any, in study design; in the collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; and in the decision to submit the article for publication. If the funding source(s) had no such involvement then this should be stated.

**Funding body agreements and policies**
Elsevier has established a number of agreements with funding bodies which allow authors to comply with their funder's open access policies. Some funding bodies will reimburse the author for the gold open access publication fee. Details of existing agreements are available online.

**Language (usage and editing services)**
Please write your text in good English (American or British usage is accepted, but not a mixture of these). Authors who feel their English language manuscript may require editing to eliminate possible grammatical or spelling errors and to conform to correct scientific English may wish to use the English Language Editing service available from Elsevier's Author Services.

**Informed consent and patient details**
Studies on patients or volunteers require ethics committee approval and informed consent, which should be documented in the paper. Appropriate consents, permissions and releases must be obtained where an author wishes to include case details or other personal information or images of patients and any other individuals in an Elsevier publication. Written consents must be retained by the author but copies should not be provided to the journal. Only if specifically requested by the journal in
exceptional circumstances (for example if a legal issue arises) the author must provide copies of the consents or evidence that such consents have been obtained. For more information, please review the Elsevier Policy on the Use of Images or Personal Information of Patients or other Individuals. Unless you have written permission from the patient (or, where applicable, the next of kin), the personal details of any patient included in any part of the article and in any supplementary materials (including all illustrations and videos) must be removed before submission.

PREPARATION

Language
Preparation JHS GO is published in American English. Authors who feel their English language manuscript may require editing to eliminate possible grammatical or spelling errors and to conform to correct scientific English may wish to use an English Language Editing service. See the Language (usage and editing services) section of these author instructions for services that Elsevier offers.

Peer Review
This journal operates a double blind review process. All contributions will be initially assessed by the editor for suitability for the journal. Papers deemed suitable are then typically sent to a minimum of two independent expert reviewers to assess the scientific quality of the paper. The Editor is responsible for the final decision regarding acceptance or rejection of articles. The Editor’s decision is final. More information on types of peer review.

References
Authors are responsible for verifying the accuracy and completeness of references. References should not be merely a listing of the results of a computerized literature search but should have been read by the author and deemed pertinent to the manuscript. Type references double-spaced on pages separate from the text and number them consecutively by the order of their citation in the text. Identify references with (consecutive) superscript Arabic numerals. Do not use an automated end notes system or automatic list numbering because these features are lost when converting the manuscript into the form necessary for publication.

JHS GO requires references to be formatted according to the latest edition of the American Medical Association’s Manual of Style (http://www.amamanualofstyle.com).

Do not cite meeting abstracts, personal communications, or unpublished material (including oral and poster presentations, correspondence club letters, and manuscripts not yet accepted for publication) in the reference list. If critical to the manuscript’s message, cite this material in the text within parentheses.

References should be made to source material and not to review articles in which a particular reference may have been mentioned. Review articles should only be referenced if they represent either a meta-analysis or a systematic review which has resulted in a conclusion.

If a reference source is not yet published but has been accepted for publication, include the source in the reference list and submit the letter of acceptance along with the manuscript.

Text: Indicate references by (consecutive) superscript arabic numerals in the order in which they appear in the text. The numerals are to be used outside periods and commas, inside colons and semicolons. For further detail and examples you are referred to the AMA Manual of Style, A Guide for Authors and Editors, Tenth Edition, ISBN 0-978-0-19-517633-9 (see http://www.amamanualofstyle.com).

List: Number the references in the list in the order in which they appear in the text.
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Citations in text
Please ensure that every reference cited in the text is also present in the reference list (and vice versa).

Reference linking requirements
Increased discoverability of research and high quality peer review are ensured by online links to the sources cited. In order to allow us to create links to abstracting and indexing services, such as Scopus, CrossRef and PubMed, please ensure that data provided in the references are correct. Please note that incorrect surnames, journal/book titles, publication year and pagination may prevent link creation. When copying references, please be careful as they may already contain errors. Use of the DOI is encouraged.

**Web references**

As a minimum, the full URL and the date when the reference was last accessed should be given. Any further information, if known (DOI, author names, dates, reference to a source publication, etc), should also be given. Web references can be listed separately (eg, after the reference list) under a different heading if desired or can be included in the reference list.

**Tables**

Tables must be editable .DOC or .DOCX files. Number tables consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text. Place footnotes to tables below the table body and indicate them with a superscript symbol, not letters. Avoid vertical rules. Be sparing in the use of tables and ensure that the data presented in tables do not duplicate results described elsewhere in the article. Each table should be on a separate page. Submit lengthy tables and extended data for publication as supplementary material in the online journal.

**Figure Legends**

Number figures consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text. Ensure that each illustration has a caption. On a page separate from the body of the manuscript, type figure legends double-spaced. Number the figures with Arabic numerals in the order cited in the text. A caption should comprise a brief title (not on the figure itself) and a description of the illustration. Provide sufficient explanation to render the figure intelligible without reference to the text. Define all symbols and all abbreviations not yet spelled out in the text. For reproduction of any copyrighted material, include written permission from the copyright holder.

**Artwork**

All figures and illustrations should be oriented so the distal component (eg, the fingertip) is at the top. The names of the subject, author, or institution must not appear anywhere on the figure.

Figure numbers must correspond with the order in which figures occur in the text. Obscure the identity of any person included in a photograph or include the person's written permission to be identified.

If a figure has been published, acknowledge the original source and submit written permission from the original copyright holder to reproduce the material before the manuscript is submitted to production. Authors are responsible for applying for permission for both print and electronic rights for all borrowed materials and are responsible for paying any fees related to the applications of these permissions.

**Electronic Artwork**

**General points**

- Make sure you use uniform lettering and sizing of your original artwork.
- Embed the used fonts if the application provides that option.
- Aim to use the following fonts in your illustrations: Arial, Courier, Times New Roman, Symbol, or use fonts that look similar.
- Number the illustrations according to their sequence in the text.
- Use a logical naming convention for your artwork files.
- Provide captions to illustrations separately.
- Size the illustrations close to the desired dimensions of the published version.
- Submit each illustration as a separate file.

A detailed guide on electronic artwork is available.

**You are urged to visit this site; some excerpts from the detailed information are given here.**

**Formats**

If your electronic artwork is created in a Microsoft Office application (Word, PowerPoint, Excel) then please supply 'as is' in the native document format.
Regardless of the application used other than Microsoft Office, when your electronic artwork is finalized, please 'Save as' or convert the images to one of the following formats (note the resolution requirements for line drawings, halftones, and line/halftone combinations given below):

EPS (or PDF): Vector drawings, embed all used fonts.
TIFF (or JPEG): Color or grayscale photographs (halftones), keep to a minimum of 300 dpi.
TIFF (or JPEG): Bitmapped (pure black & white pixels) line drawings, keep to a minimum of 1000 dpi.
TIFF (or JPEG): Combinations bitmapped line/half-tone (color or grayscale), keep to a minimum of 500 dpi.
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